
DeepFence Security Lambda Scanning

It is divided into two categories cspm and run time security

For cspm and static code analysis we have cloud api like AWS where we get all all identity and
static code (deployment package or an image used to create a lambda) function and then we
use the

Aws lambda (get function api) gives us the data like deployment package and image details we
use this data to static analyze the code or the image for vulnerabilities

This is easy to fetch

Next comes run time scanning of lambda resources. For this i have seen common approach is
by using lambda layers. Lambda layers provide a convenient way to package libraries and other
dependencies that you can use with your Lambda functions.lambda security products which are
already employing similar methodology are
https://developer.tenable.com/docs/aws-lambda-layer-for-pytenable and  aquas nano enforcer
for lambda

Step one is gaining visibility into how your functions interact with other cloud services. Like s3 or
any kind of triggers, buckets and stuff. Step two is performing package library code level
vulnerability and compliance checks and this is for

, and step three is implementing real-time protection against injection attacks or attacks that
alter function behavior.

How to run a threatmapper as a lambda layer.
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/introducing-aws-lambda-extensions-in-preview/

Extensions are a new way for tools to integrate deeply into the Lambda environment. There is no
complex installation or configuration, and this simplified experience makes it easier for you to use
your preferred tools across your application portfolio today. You can use extensions for use-cases
such as:

● capturing diagnostic information before, during, and after function invocation
● automatically instrumenting your code without needing code changes
● fetching configuration settings or secrets before the function invocation
● detecting and alerting on function activity through security agents, which can run as separate

processes from the function

https://developer.tenable.com/docs/aws-lambda-layer-for-pytenable


Some examples

● AppDynamics provides end-to-end transaction tracing for AWS Lambda. With the
AppDynamics extension, it is no longer mandatory for developers to include the
AppDynamics tracer as a dependency in their function code, making tracing transactions
across hybrid architectures even simpler.

● The Datadog extension brings comprehensive, real-time visibility to your serverless
applications. Combined with Datadog’s existing AWS integration, you get metrics, traces,
and logs to help you monitor, detect, and resolve issues at any scale. The Datadog extension
makes it easier than ever to get telemetry from your serverless workloads.

● The Dynatrace extension makes it even easier to bring AWS Lambda metrics and traces into
the Dynatrace platform for intelligent observability and automatic root cause detection. Get
comprehensive, end-to-end observability with the flip of a switch and no code changes.

● Epsagon helps you monitor, troubleshoot, and lower the cost for your Lambda functions.
Epsagon’s extension reduces the overhead of sending traces to the Epsagon service

You deploy extensions either as Lambda layers, which are .zip archives containing shared libraries
or other dependencies, or include them in the image for functions deployed as container images.

Lambda Extensions are Lambda Layers that can run in a separate process, which allows them to
perform actions before and after a function executes. Use-cases are monitoring or secret gathering.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/runtimes-extensions-api.html

Check https://us-east-1.console.aws.amazon.com/lambda/home?region=us-east-1#/extensions

We can use lamba extensions to package dependencies from an image and then run it as a layer on
different functions. The extension’s language is independent of lambda functions language.

We need to create a deepfence lambda extension for run time results which will be applied on
different functions.

https://www.appdynamics.com/blog/product/enhancing-lambda-performance-monitoring/
https://docs.datadoghq.com/serverless/datadog_lambda_library/extension/
https://www.dynatrace.com/news/blog/dynatrace-launches-automatic-end-to-end-observability-via-traces-for-aws-lambda-preview-program/
https://epsagon.com/development/aws-lambda-extension/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/configuration-layers.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/runtimes-extensions-api.html
https://us-east-1.console.aws.amazon.com/lambda/home?region=us-east-1#/extensions



